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About This Game

ZeGame is a beautiful puzzle game with complex but rewarding puzzles in three dimensions. Discover the new surroundings in
every world, each having their own unique look and feel.

Slide your blocks in the right directions in order to progress to the next level and discover new block types in every world.
Create your own levels and share them with your friends, or play levels made by the community.

Features

8 worlds and 160 levels

Stunning backgrounds for each world

A level editor

Browse levels made by the community

Achievements and cards

Steam Cloud support

Leaderboards
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2 game modes

Controller support
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Having spent a few minutes, learning the limitions of the ship. Players will find that they can maneuver around the maps,
completing objectives with relative ease.To facilitate this, an abundance of upgrades available, to aid players as new enemies are
introduced.

Xenoform is a solid title, with suitable music and a decent story, which unfolds as players progess. Pacing is good and there are
no hidden difficulty spikes. Although players will find that their tactics may require slight adjustment, as waves come thicker
and faster towards the end of the game.

The achievements aren't hard to obtain and if anything, they provide the player with a few bonus goals as players aquire
upgrades for their ship.

All in all, a thoroughly enjoyable blast 'em up, which can easily be picked up for 5 minutes at a time. Or for a number of hours,
depending on what players are hoping to take away from the experience.. Nice little platform game. The girl's special ability is
much more useful and some later level reminded me of Rick Dangerous (in the 'I have to remember all those traps' way), but
overall it's very entertaining to play. The achievements range from starting the game for the first time to completing one of the
harder level without dying or triggering any traps, which adds to the replay value.

A little gem that is worth a few hours of your time.. Lara looks like a professional raider in this skin.
I love it <3. This app is awesome. I found some minor persistent bugs (well, I mean, behavior that seems like bugs), but even so
its the best drawing tool on steam if you want fast paced quality drawing and animation. The animation part, the effects and the
usability are the things that got my attention. I ve been trying some animations and pixel art and it really speeds things up.
If you use a drawing tablet you can try the dynamic opacity feature, really handy.. Loyalty and Blood: Viktor Origins - is the
second Viktor game and story-wise it's a prequel.
The first Viktor game was action-platformer, similar to Contra games, but this game is a little bit different. While the core
mechanics of gameplay are almost the same, a lot of RPG-ish elements were added. There are different armor pieces now,
gems, which improve all your stats and even armor set effects. Also the weapon arsenal is much bigger now.
Levels now look like short missions with main objective and bonus objectives or challenges. While most of them are pretty
short, there are lots of them.
So, compared to the first game, how good is the sequel?

1st thing, graphics. I don't know why, but for some reason the graphics downgraded to pixelated and less detailed compared to
the first game. Well, the game is a prequel, so maybe that's the reason - it has to look worse, lol :D Anyway, it's not that bad, just
worse than Viktor1 graphics in my opinion.\/

2nd thing - soundtrack. Is it bad? No. Is it good? Well, not really. It fits, it's ok. But unfortunately it's nowhere near masterpiece
OST of Viktor 1.

Gameplay is almost the same, although I liked longer missions with bosses, how it was in 1st Viktor, more. More stuff, gear and
upgrade gems are cool, but short missions in the same stages are not to my liking. I also liked bosses from the first Viktor more,
but there are still some decent bosses in loyalty and blood too.

VERDICT: New stuff is always a good thing and probably it's a good thing Viktor 2 is not a clone of Viktor 1, so I'm glad devs
tried new stuff and all. But still 1st Viktor is more to my liking. Anyway, I'm glad devs made Viktor 2, I never expected a sequel
actually, so if this becomes a franchise - I'm all for it. Viktor 3 will be a day 1 buy for me.
So here goes: not better than the first, but still solid. 7\/10.. Go Home Dinosaurs, You're Drunk!
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100% Broken on Mac and has been for years. Do not buy.. Awesome !!
Played for 4 straight hours (Had to pass the Tournament). then after 10 minutes break, had to go back into the arena.

I can't wait to see what's coming up next and buy some of the advanced weapons...
Gotta go back... Totally recommended game!!!

. dont buy this game. Local multiplayer GOTY. Buy it if you have friends to play with and like intense action games.. Fun
watching the empires rise and fall, and it's good on PC because you can make the galaxies quite large.. Like a 7\/10 great for
killing time, not all that fun, but if you're bored and don't have the time to sit through a long story, this is pretty good. Could use
somemore settings other than just sound and help. If you get a coupon for crafting a badge, and can get this game for 10 cents,
then definitelly go for it.
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